Lewiston High School COVID-19 Athletic Venue Protocol:

Current Status = GREEN

** Please check prior to each contest for the latest protocol. Understand, protocols may vary at other sites. We will do our best to update and inform for those traveling to events/contest.

Walker Field (soccer):

- Social/Physical Distancing is strongly recommended/encouraged. Sit with direct family when possible.
- If six foot distance cannot be maintained, we strongly recommend/encourage proper face covering.

Bengal Field (football):

- Social/Physical Distancing is strongly recommended/encouraged. Sit w/direct family when possible.
- If six foot distance cannot be maintained, we strongly recommend/encourage proper face covering.

LHS Gymnasium (volleyball):

- Bleacher sections will be marked and assigned to Home/Visitor fans.
- Social/Physical Distancing is strongly recommended/encouraged. Sit w/direct family when possible.
- If six foot distance cannot be maintained, we strongly recommend/encourage proper face covering.
- Entries and Exits will be clearly marked.

Cross Country (LCSC Course):

- Social/Physical Distancing is strongly recommended/encouraged. Sit w/direct family when possible.
- If six foot distance cannot be maintained, we strongly recommend/encourage proper face covering.